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ABSTRACT
Industry began years ago to manufacture engineered nanoparticles (NPs) and introduce them into products and processes. Meanwhile, the question of the risks associated with nanotechnologies remains
unanswered. International organizations that monitor these risks are recommending not only total containment of NPs but also an integrative approach to achieving this by design. Techniques such as
electrostatic precipitation, filtration, wet scrubbing and mechanical separation are effective at containing or extracting airborne NPs and thus minimizing worker exposure. Each of these techniques has its
advantages and limitations. This literature review shows that the development of effective NP containment and control technologies would benefit from proper engineering of the manufacturing system as
a whole.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Industry began years ago to manufacture engineered nanoparticles (NPs) and introduce
them into products and processes. Based on the latest official world figures, there are
about 1814 consumer products currently containing input from nanotechnologies [1].
However, mentioning NP content on the product label is mandatory only in Europe and
only for cosmetics and pesticides for the moment. This requirement has been extended to
food products in December 2014 [2]. The risks associated with nanotechnologies remain
poorly defined and some people find this unsettling. The Trans Atlantic Consumer Dialogue has undertaken to pressure authorities and governments to provide a framework for
regulating the consumer health and safety aspects of nanotechnology-based products [3],
whereas the French national agency for dietary, environmental and workplace health and
safety (ANSES) wishes to reinforce the nanotechnology regulatory framework [4].
Inhalation in the workplace is considered the most probable route of exposure to NP. The
hypothesis underlying most containment-based and engineered measures of risk control proposed in the literature is that NPs inevitably become airborne and then behave according to
the laws of aerosol physics and conventional fluid mechanics [5, 6]. No model has yet been
developed that describes NP aerosol behavior adequately. The NP concentration in the air
changes because some of them readily deposit on practically all surfaces. In addition, as
Brouwer [7] points out, airborne NPs in the workplace tend to associate with each other and
with background particles, thus creating aerosols composed of aggregates and agglomerates,
which will sediment more rapidly, thereby reducing exposure via inhalation. Workers nevertheless remain exposed, and containment of airborne NP remains necessary. This article
therefore presents a concise overview of the known means of airborne particle containment
based on extraction and filtration, as well as their advantages and limitations in the context of
the airborne NP problem.
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2 INSIGHTS OF CURRENT REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Since the individuals exposed first and foremost to the products of nanotechnology are
workers [8, 9] and the numbers of such workers are increasing as markets continue to
expand, several organizations have raised concerns regarding the current void in nanotechnology product regulation, characterization and health impact and have made known
their recommendations:

•

•

Mandatory registration, evaluation and authorization procedures [10–17]. France was the
first country to require NP-producing industries to declare annual production, beginning in
2013. According to the Ministry of Sustainable Development, the figure for 2013 reached
just over 420,000 metric tons of NP materials produced in or imported into France [18].
Identification and characterization of risks, physical and chemical properties, and exposure at each stage of the product life cycle [11, 15, 19, 20]. Given the inconsistencies in
the few existing regulations in the world of nanotechnologies, Europe and the USA have
signed an agreement to guide a concerted effort to implement precise and effective measures for managing the risks associated with NP production and use [21].

The International Standards Organization (ISO) has produced so far over 60 documents on
the subject of standardization with regard to nanotechnologies. These cover proper definitions and nomenclature as well as recommendations regarding toxicity tests but mostly
various aspects of characterization tests. ISO has also published recommendations regarding
voluntary labeling of nanotechnology-based consumer products [22] since no law currently
obliges manufacturers to do so, except for the European law covering only cosmetics for the
moment. Meanwhile, the European Parliament has rejected a bill that would have limited the
mandatory labeling obligation for consumer products containing nanotechnology input [23].
With regard to the control of exposure to NP through inhalation, ISO standard 12901 is
worthy of particular attention. The first part of this standard [24] deals with workplace risk
management and indicates NP control measures, while the recently published second part
[25] recommends the use of a control banding approach to manage different levels of risk.
ISO standard 12901-1:2012 completes, adds detail to and updates ISO standard 12885 [26]
which, in addition to defining NP materials and proposing characterization standards and
exposure tests, proposes various control measures starting at risk evaluation, followed by
engineering (e.g. suitable ventilation), and on up to administrative measures. It also suggests
implementing exposure prevention measures that are specific for each NP type and each task
when faced with persistent uncertainties surrounding product characterization and the effectiveness of control measures. For the work environment specifically, ISO standard 12901-1
suggests a complete framework for the management of occupational risk: (1) identifying and
evaluating risks; (2) deciding what precautions are necessary; (3) adequate avoidance or control of exposure; (4) ensuring that control measures are applied and maintained; (5)
monitoring exposure; (6) carrying out suitable monitoring of worker health; (7) preparing
plans and procedures to follow when incidents, accidents or emergencies occur and (8) ensuring that personnel are properly informed, trained and supervised.
In the particular case of control measures, a hierarchy of measures is proposed through
various documents published by workplace health and safety monitoring organizations [5, 6,
11, 13, 15, 20, 24, 26–28, 30, 31]. This hierarchy is conceptualized in Figure 1. These schematics categorize the different means of action available to prevent the exposition to NPs as
a function of control from intrinsic to individual protection. As shown in the literature, eval-
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of control measures applicable to NP production (conceptualization
based on published literature).
uation of risks and risk elimination are the most effective whilst readaptation and therapy are
the most riskful measures to contain workers’ exposure from harmful chemicals.
3 SOURCES OF NP AND ENGINEERING CONTROL
It is recommended in the literature more specifically that NP be confined and contained
through manufacturing system design [26, 28, 30, 32] as well as during system operation
and maintenance. Special attention is needed where maintenance, handling and packaging
personnel are involved, since ergonomically poor postures increase the risk of losing control of loads [33]. Similar attention is needed in any situation where accidental spilling or
air dispersal of NP could occur [5, 6, 33]. Airborne or air-formed NPs are likely to reach
significant concentrations during certain phases of production [34, 35], handling of NP
powders (packaging of product and cleaning of reactors) [34, 36] or processing of finished
products [34]. These observations underscore the importance of using engineering principles to determine the effectiveness of the means applied to controlling exposure.
The applicability and effectiveness of means of control of exposure to NP aerosols depend
on mechanisms that affect the aerodynamic behavior of NP in air. Current understanding of
the physicochemical properties of NP aerosols on or in exposed workers remains limited.
Figure 2 provides a schematic representation of the principal mechanisms affecting the concentration, morphology, size distribution and aerodynamic behavior of NPs in aerosols at the
source and around workers. These mechanisms affect the NP aerodynamic behavior as well
as their deposition in the human respiratory tract, and hence the degree of actual exposure. In
addition, the toxicity of the NP themselves depends on some of these mechanisms. Since
there is still no consensus regarding the metric to use for the evaluation of exposure to NP,
monitoring and measurement in the workplace involve evaluation of the specific surface,
determination of particles mass and number concentrations, shape factor and chemical composition also.
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Figure 2: Schematization of various mechanisms affecting airborne NP concentration.
Businesses that produce NP are not the only workplaces where exposures may be considered significant. Research laboratories are another source of airborne NP. In a review,
Kuhlbusch et al. [34] listed the operations during which NP may become airborne and which
therefore require containment, whether in research laboratories or in NP-producing industrial
businesses. These authors suggest taking into consideration both these environments to evaluate and predict exposure to NP with better accuracy. In both cases, containment of NP must
be complete, in a room under a negative pressure differential relative to adjoining rooms [37,
38]. Local or central systems of ventilation or extraction may be adapted to maximizing NP
trapping as long as they are fitted with appropriate filters. The ISO currently recommends
using high-efficiency particulate or high-efficiency particulate (HEPA) filters [24, 26, 30, 31,
39]. Systems for filtering effluent water potentially containing NP must be fitted with filters
or brushes for extracting water-soluble organic matter [39]. According to the NIOSH report
published in 2012, almost all of the producers of carbon-based NP materials queried a few
years earlier were applying ventilation-based means of control as prescribed or were applying even more effective measures [31]. More than half of these companies were also using
local extraction systems.
A review of actual field practice [10, 15, 33, 36, 39–42] reveals that NP production and
handling practices vary considerably. This variation appears to be due to factors such as the
cost associated with preventive measures, the cost of the NP supply, the lack of information
and consistent guidelines. Several organizations including the Institut de Recherche Robert-Sauvé en Santé et en Sécurité du Travail (IRSST) have produced guides describing good
industrial practices [29], and the low priority given to addressing workplace health and safety
issues, particularly in contexts where regulation is absent and standardization is deficient
[39]. Although the short-term cost of installing an engineered exposure control system may
appear daunting in comparison with the cost of relying on administrative controls and protective equipment, long-term savings may be realized if the system is properly designed [38].
Among the dubious practices in the realm of preventive measures, we note in particular the
following:

•
•

Relying on glass barriers to limit exposure of workers to NP being handled in flow hoods
that are shut off to avoid loss of material [39];
Incineration of waste that may contain NP [10] that could become airborne and dispersed
in combustion gases and soot.
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4 LITERATURE SEARCH METHOD
The search was carried out according to a previously described and commonly adopted systematic protocol [43, 44]. Using search tools such as PubMed and Scopus, we conducted a
systematic review of literature published up to the present by entering various combinations
of the following keywords: nanoparticle, nanomaterial, nano, containment, control measures,
removal and extraction. Review articles and reports by commissions or by organizations such
as NIOSH were examined first. The references cited in these documents were used to identify
additional studies. To narrow down the results, a descending method based on recent
bibliographies was used with keywords such as ‘wet collector’, ‘wet scrubber’, ‘filtration’,
‘electroprecipation’, ‘separation’ or ‘cyclone’ in various combinations. We were thus able to
gather information on the principles, advantages and limitations of the various methods of
airborne NP containment. Some articles were excluded mostly on the basis of the subject
matter in comparison with the research question, thus reducing interpretation biases and deficient research protocols.
5 CURRENT MEANS OF NANOPARTICLES CONTAINMENT
The use of central ventilation systems to control exposure to NP is generally not recommended
[31]. If the quantity of NP in the air is too large, the airflow rate required to ensure adequate
dilution may be greater than the system is capable of delivering. In addition, ventilation will
not provide a sufficient reduction in airborne NP concentration if the distance between the
emission source and the worker is short or if particle toxicity is high. Finally, to make central
ventilation effective, dispersion of the airborne NP must be relatively uniform and not limited
to a few separate locations [31, 45]. According to NIOSH studies, the best way to protect
workers by means of ventilation is to use local extraction systems, of which the effectiveness
has been demonstrated for various airborne NP-generating operations [36, 46].
There are four principal means known to be effective for particle extraction and filtration
from air [47–49] (Fig. 1):

•

••

••

•

Contact with water. This involves contacting the air with water vapor to surround the
particles with water molecules. Deflectors then guide the water-surrounded particles to a
holding tank. The contaminated water is pumped out and filtered. These devices are called
wet scrubbers or wet collectors.
Contact with a filtering medium. HEPA filters and numerous textile filters are suitable.
According to the single-fiber filtration model, electrostatic attraction, diffusion or polarization forces hold NP aggregates that are below 200 nm in size while particles 300 nm
or larger are retained by the filter due to impaction, interception and gravitational sedimentation mechanisms [50]. These filters are effective by virtue of one or more filtration
mechanisms depending on airborne NP size and static charge (to name a few of the essential characteristics), whether via diffusion, interception, inertial impact, gravitational
sedimentation or even electrostatic attraction [51].
Electrostatic precipitation. In this case, the air is forced through a passage in which an
ionizing discharge imparts a negative electrical charge to the particles [48]. The charged
particles are then attracted to plates charged positively by high voltage. The plates are
washed regularly using jets of hot water and friction.
Mechanical separation. Cyclones, gravity chambers or impact separators can be used to
concentrate and guide particles toward a sedimentation chamber. This is achieved by creating a vortex in the fluid (air) inside a conical chamber, by circulation of the fluid inside a
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chamber that has a large surface area and decreases its speed, or by dividing the fluid into
several high-speed streams that pass by barriers while the particles remain on a linear path
and strike these barriers, which are coated with NP-retaining adhesive materials. These
separators may also be combined with electrostatic precipitators using electrically charged
plates instead of adhesive barriers [52].
In addition to these four widely practiced means, there are two other methods that are used
much less but do allow removal of NP from volumes or surfaces. Dry scrubbing systems
consist of a forced flow reactor and a subsequent collection device, e.g. a bag filter in which
both particulate matter and gaseous components are collected simultaneously [48]. Removal
of NP using laser-induced plasma has also been described [53-54], but this appears applicable to the cleaning of small surfaces, making it an unlikely candidate for industrial-scale use
in a NP manufacturing company.
6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Advantages and limitation of known means of NPs extraction and filtration
Although each method of particle extraction or air filtration has its limitations even outside of
its specific application to engineered NPs, the advantages of each need to be appreciated as
well [47, 49, 55]. Table 1 summarizes these various characteristics and shows that much
remains to be determined about the actual performance of these different means of particle
containment.
NP aerosols in the workplace are generally transported in the ambient air by convection
and diffusion [56]. Since inertial forces acting on particles are proportional to particle mass,
these forces are very weak for NP, which therefore follow fluid streamlines very closely. The
ineffectiveness of inertial wet scrubbers [57–58] provided motivation to develop systems
incorporating electrostatic precipitation, thus combining the advantages of both methods and
eliminating some of the problems with conventional systems. However, these systems are
still in development [59] and cannot at the present time replace either of the other two, since
they require coupling with existing systems such as filtration. They are not economical in
terms of energy or materials and offer little to solve the dilemma of the compromise between
the cost of manufacturing and the quality of the workplace environment [48].
In the case of filters, effectiveness is defined in terms of the most penetrating particle size
(MPPS). This parameter depends on several parameters: airflow speed, the filtration mechanism, filter type, particle type, particle net charge and the charge density of the fibers [51, 60].
This multifactorial dependence makes the certification of filters relatively complex. A NIOSH
document published recently [38] shows a graph of the efficiency of various types of filter.
For particles smaller than 100 nm, diffusion filters (e.g. HEPA) are more efficient than interception or impact filters, which are more efficient for particles larger than 500 nm. The MPPS
is defined as the average aerodynamic mass diameter. It should also be noted that the size
measurement method also influences the determination of filter performance. Mostofi et al.
[61] have shown that the MPPS of a given NP for a given filter differs for electrical-mobility-based and inertia-based measurements.
6.2 The complexity of the nanoparticles case
There are various types of engineered NP: nanostructured bulk materials, surface-nanostructured materials, materials containing nanostructured particles bound to surfaces (19%),

Contact with
a filtering
medium

Contact with
water

Means of
containment

– Dependence on NP type [38, 51, 60]
– Drop in performance under wet conditions [60]
– Back pressure increases as pore size decreases [57]
– Formation of dust filter cake gradually decreases
performance [48]
– Treatment of contaminated filters
– Air must be analyzed frequently to ensure matching
with the filter [38]
– Accumulation of particles in HEPA filter passages,
hence increased resistance to air flow
– Accumulation of particles in ventilation ducts if the
differential pressure gauge fails to signal ‘change filter’
or if preventive maintenance is ineffective (leakage
goes undetected)

– HEPA filter is suitable if changed
regularly, according to NIOSH [38]

– Major investment in terms of materials and energy
(water and electricity)
– Contaminated water to be treated

– Can be coupled with electrostatic
precipitation
– Fine particle removal efficiency can
be improved

– Inexpensive
– Relatively versatile
– Theory of filtration is relatively well
understood
– Installation and testing not difficult
– Specific filters for carbon nanotubes
[60]

– Water vapor propulsion nozzles can become blocked
[57]
– Large pressure drops [57]
– Consumes large quantities of water [57]
– Possibility of corrosion
– Treatment/reuse of contaminated water is onerous [48]
– Device is energy inefficient and difficult to clean [48]

Limitations

– Can be operated at high humidity
and temperature
– Very effective for soluble gas
removal
– Requires little space for installation
– No secondary dust generation

Advantages

– Effectiveness of nanofiber
filters on small particles
(<100 nm) [51]

– Electro-hydrodynamic
coupling process to be
optimized [59]
– Validity of estimation of size
distributions and of droplet
charge [59]

– Effectiveness on particles of
broad size range [58]
– Use of non-corrodible
materials

Unknowns

Table 1: Advantages, limitations and questions associated with different means of containment of airborne particles.
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– Effective for reducing
concentrations of 20–100 nm NP in
air [48]
– System is easy to operate
– Recovered dust or particles are easy
to treat or destroy
– High air flow rates possible without
pressure drops [48]
– Flexible design accommodates
higher temperatures

– Very effective for micron-sized
particles
– Small investment
– Can be operated at high
temperatures
– Low maintenance

Mechanical
separation

Advantages

Electrostatic
precipitation

Means of
containment

– Risk of particle release into the ventilation system
unless preventive maintenance is rigorous
– Formation of dust filter cake on the filter surface [48],
requiring automatic cleaning of filters on a conveyor
belt
– Limited effectiveness for NP [48]
– NP must be conductive and the system must be
installed upstream from or coupled to an electrostatic
system
– Removal less than 99%

– Requires much space
– Charging of NP inefficient under dry conditions [57]
– Mathematical models that predict particle collection
efficiency correctly remain elusive [63–64]
– Energy needs are high [65]
– Involves costly materials [65]
– Electrical discharges generate toxic by-products such
as ozone [65, 66]
– Charge neutralization by surrounding ionized
molecules allows particles to bypass the electrified
plates [48, 57]

Limitations
– Mathematical modeling not
developed for NP

Unknowns
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suspended in liquid (37%), suspended in a solid (13%) and airborne (1%) [67]. There are also
various NP manufacturing processes: ball milling, etching, sonication, laser ablation, sol–gel,
chemical vapor deposition, plasma or flame spraying, supercritical fluid, spinning and self-assembly [67]. The multiplicity of materials and processes makes the generalization of control
measures almost impossible or at least requires the development of complex mathematical
models to assess the risks.
Mazzuckelli et al. [40] published the findings of an inquiry in a nanostructured composite
materials synthesis laboratory (carbon nanofibers). Their research protocol included observation, semi-directed interviews, toxicological sampling, transmission electron microscopy
analysis, visual inspection of the ventilation system and extraction tests with tracer gases.
They were unable to distinguish between endogenous (i.e. synthesis or manufacturing processes) and exogenous sources of NP or conclude that the zones of concentration measured
corresponded to the actual concentrations in the workers’ inhalation zone.
Filtration theory suggests that NP retention in filters should increase as particle size
decreases. However, this appears not always to be the case, and below a very small size (1 nm),
NP tend to behave essentially as molecules and appear to be affected by a thermal rebound
effect that causes them to detach from the filter fibers [51]. Givehchi and Tan [68] have devoted
a study to the matching of currently used mathematical models with experimental results and
noted that the validity of the single fiber model as a theory of filtration is weak and that the
model does not take into consideration all of the phenomena that come into play.
Compared with their micron-sized homologues, engineered NPs tend to agglomerate
quickly. The behavior of these agglomerates in filtration media has been studied very little to
date [69]. They are partly responsible for the formation of ‘dust cakes’ on the surface of filters
and the resulting reduced performance.
In view of the lack of consensus regarding suitable metrics for evaluating airborne NP, it is
difficult to define adapted or adaptable standards of NP characterization. Such standards are
nevertheless necessary since the particle type tested influences filter performance [70]. It
should be noted that current testing for filters used in breathing apparatus is carried out with
sodium chloride NPs in accordance with NIOSH recommendations [71] even though using
such particles as a standard can be questionable since they are usually not used in industrial
processes. Efforts are underway to find new methods for evaluating filter media performance
with NP specifically while taking into consideration the theory of the various filtration mechanisms that may be involved [72].
There is a need for standardization of tests and testing methods. In spite of the existence of
several standards for nanotechnologies and their use, there is still no document devoted to
standardization of methods of evaluation of sprays containing NP [73]. This might explain
why one of the major challenges in terms of measuring exposure using different techniques
remains taking into consideration background NPs, which may be difficult to distinguish
from NPs generated by reactors [34, 74].
Reaching a conclusion thus becomes complicated since filters are not tested with the same
NPs or under the same filtration conditions (flow rate, moisture level, etc.). This difficulty in
reaching a consensus to facilitate comparisons is maintaining a structural uncertainty throughout the entire techno-economic system within which nanotechnologies are evolving [75].
6.3 In the current context, what engineered control measures should be considered?
The effectiveness of engineered control measures proposed in the literature has seldom been
validated using an experimental approach. The standards of proof as they are generally
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applied in science have not been yet imposed in all cases. It therefore becomes necessary to
subject our hypotheses to the process of rejection or acceptance, in other words to measure
their consistency with experienced reality. Scientific method is used to identify hypotheses
that may be rejected on the basis of inconsistency with facts or existing knowledge. The most
plausible hypotheses can be chosen even in uncertain situations [76].
Demou et al. [77] confirmed that the production technique has an impact on the quantity
and size of the NP obtained. Proper engineering at the equipment design stage therefore
could potentially enhance NP containment efficiency at the point of production.
It should be noted that the design of the NP extraction system has a considerable effect on
system efficiency. Constant-rate laminar flow systems appear to provide the most variable
performance while air curtains of more recent design appear to be the most effective for
reducing worker exposure [78]. A relatively recent NIOSH document provides the details of
a study of each type of flow hood or cabinet [30]. In situations involving airborne NP, the
NIOSH recommendation is for total containment in a glove box or other sealed chamber
connected to an extraction system fitted with HEPA filters. The ventilation system must be
adapted specifically to the production system [79], which requires an integrated approach
starting at the design stage of a nanomaterial manufacturing business. Based on current
knowledge in fluid mechanics, unidirectional airflow should be preferred to avoid NP dispersal throughout the work environment. According to the NIOSH guide, the air of rooms in
which NPs are produced or handled should be renewed completely 4–12 times per hour and
the air pressure should of course be negative with respect to all adjoining rooms, passages
or ducts [30].
In the absence of sufficient knowledge on the toxicity, flammability, mass and possible
phase changes of NP at different temperatures, the use of central ventilation systems to dilute
the NP concentration should be avoided, and contaminated air should not be vented to the
environment [30, 38].
NP control measures not associated with ventilation include the use of additives and barriers, which can be combined with ventilation to increase the effectiveness of protection thus
provided [38]. HEPA filters can drastically reduce exposure to NP. However, some questions
remain on their efficiency for particles in the single-digit nanometers range. Small NPs may
rebound from the filter surface if their kinetic energy is high enough to overcome the adhesion energy. Until now, published studies have not shown whether this effect is important or
not [68]. The inevitable steady decline in HEPA filter effectiveness and performance must
also be managed properly with regular replacement [80] and disposal procedures for HEPA
filters must be in place.
Workers’ occupational exposure assessment and routine monitoring for airborne NP should
be performed so as to be able to detect leak or malfunction of control systems. To reach that
goal, real-time instruments should be used since they can trigger alarms in the case of accidental spill. Although several portable instruments have developed for this task [81, 82], they
have their shortcomings. Moreover, the time resolved instruments cannot distinguish between
the engineered airborne NPs from background NPs. A small amount of released NPs may not
be detected if the number concentration is similar to the background noise concentration.
7 CONCLUSIONS
To ensure that measures implemented to prevent worker exposure to engineered NPs are
matched on the long term with the properties (size, charge, shape, etc.) of airborne and atmospherically formed NP, continuous evaluation is strongly recommended. There is no consensus
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yet on the proper metric to use to evaluate exposure. A popular choice appears to be the use
of a plurality of metrics: mass concentration, volumetric concentration and size distribution.
The question remains open because of the inherent complexity of the systems, in which risk
factors are interdependent and properties are influenced by the nature of the particles involved.
The most recommendable approach to achieving sustainability of nanotechnology development appears to be a comprehensive and integrative one in which particles and exposures
thereto are fully characterized, pressure drops across filters are monitored and protective
measures are properly engineered.
This literature review shows that the development of effective NP containment and control
technologies requires proper engineering of the manufacturing system as a whole. However,
this raises questions regarding the recycling and disposal of fouled filters and the treatment
of contaminated water and spent process oils. Machine designers and occupational health and
safety practitioners will have to keep this type of question in mind on the long term. By integrating all aspects of risk over the entire industrial process lifecycle, better protection of both
workers and the environment may be expected.
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